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Con·siderations on Sentencing for Drug Offenses By Mark A.R. Kleiman for the Georgia Governor's Commission on Certainty in Sentencing



strategy, both by their severity and by their emphasis on drug and quantity as the primary elements of the sentencing calculation.



Sentencing for drug crimes is panly about the crimes and partly about the people. Sentencing for drug crimes. like all sentencing. is partly about the crimes and partly about the people. But drugs are different because of the market forces at work. and sentencing ought to reflect those differences. Drugs are traded in competitive markets. where capacity removed is likely to be replaced. That makes it harder to shut down drug dealing through deterrence and incapacitation than it is to reduce "predatory" crimes by those means. As a result. long sentences for drug dealers have not proven effective in reducing the supply of drugs. Giving longer sentences to dealers who use violence, intimidate witnesses. disrupt neighbo r hoods. and employ minors can help shape the drug markets to have fewer nox ious side-effects .



Incentives to Reduce V iolence an d N eighborhood Disruption



Locking up drug dealers (and users) who are also non-drug criminals can help redu ce non-drug crime. In sentencing drug dealers whose activity does not involve such special factors, the obvious elements to consider are the drug involved, the quantity involved. and the offender's role in the transaction or organization. D ifferent weights of different drugs can be compared either in money terms or with I-ega I'd to the number of dosage units involved and the social harm per dosage unit. The main goal in sentencing drug users is to get them to quit; shrinking demand, by forcing arrested users to abstain, is a much more effective way to shrink the markets than imprisPro/cssor I-.1(';IIIUI1 oning dealers. Incarceration is too expensive to use fOI- this purpose. except for those users who are also high-rate serious non-drug offenders. But close community supervision with testing and sanctions. if done right. can be both effective and cost-effective. O ne purpose of sentencing is the prevention of future crimes through deterrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation. (Another is retribution.) But the market nature of drug transactions means that the logic of crime prevention works entirely differently for those crimes than it does for "predatory" crimes such as burglary or robbery. The difference is not a moral one - it's not that drug dealing is somehow less evil than theft - but an operational one. In operational (not mOlal) terms, drug dealers have customers. w ho seek the m o ut , w hile muggers and burglars have victims, who are trying to avoid them.



Replaceability in t he Drug M arkets Locking up a mugger or a burglar reduces the number of muggings or burglaries by at least the number that would have been committed by the person locked up. Muggers and burglars don't have to compete with one another fOI- opportunities; there are plenty of potential victims available. So locking one up doesn't create any new opportunities for others. Locking up a drug dealer in an active market has no comparable effect on the volume of drug sales. Instead, it creates an empty niche In the market, to be filled by a new dealer or by expanded sales activity from a current dealer. A s long as t here are dr ug buyers looking to "score." scaring off or locking up one dealer simply creates a market opportunity for another dealer. Since retail dealing demands no special skill and pays substantially better than other fo r ms of unskilled crime. the supply of potential dealers, especially in poo r urban neighborhoods. seems to be effectively unlimited. That explains the otherwise paradox ical result that the fifteenfold increase in the number of cocaine dealers in prison over the past twenty years has failed to increase the price of cocaine; indeed, cocaine prices have fallen about 80% between 1980 and today. Trying to reduce the size of the drug problem by locking up more and more dealers for longer and longer terms is a demonstrably unsuccessful project.The federal drug laws. and the sentencing guidelines that implement them , essentially incorporate that failed



There are big practical dividends available from designing a sentencing scheme for drug offenses that pays more attention to the realities of market behavior and the reali t ies of drug dealing as an activity. Not all drug dealing is equally bad in its neighborhood effects. Discreet in door dealing in multi-purpose locations is less disruptive than outdoor dealing or dealing from dedicated dealing locations such as crack houses. Dealing without gunfire is much less disruptive than dealing w ith gunfire. The use of adolescents as dealing accomplices - effectively encouraged by the lighter sanctions provided under the juvenile laws - does enormous damage to the young dealers. By concentrating on flagrant dealing, or dealers w ho use violence, or dealers who use ju veniles, lather than si mply making th e cases that are easiest to make, police and prosecutors can force dealing activity into less noxious forms : not an undiluted success. but a success nonetheless. Locking up the worst-behaved dealers will exert useful deterrent and incapacitative force in shaping the conduct of the drug markets. Sentencing policies that emphasize those side-effects of deal ing can operate both directly on dealers. and indirectly by influencing police and prosecutor behavior. to discourage the most SOCially damaging styles of dealer activity. Blit for these enhancements to have meaningful behavioral effects. the baseline scntences cannot be too long. A five-year enhancement for using a gun on top of a o ne-year baseline drug sentence is a major deterrent from the dealer's perspective. and well worth the effort of proving from the prosecutor's. T hat same enhancement on top of a fifteen-year baseline is a footnote; the added time doesn't even stan for fifteen years. which is likely beyond the dealer's planning horizon. Accordi ngly, experience at the Federal level shows that certain enhancements. such as that for employing a juvenile. are very rarely used; apparently investigators and prosecutors have found that the extra work of proving them up outweighs the benefit in enhanced severity. The same argument applies to other enhancements, such as the "school zone" rule. T hose enhancements compete for prison space and for the attention of dealers and prosecutors with enhancements for violence. neighborhood disruption. and the use of juveniles as apprentices. For the "school zone" ru le. which in practice turns out to have little to do with the problem of actually dealing to schoolchildren near schoolyards, the game probably isn't worth the candle. Giving due consideration in sentencing to the full range of relevant con duct, rather than concentrating on the easily ascertainable and quantifiable factors of drug and weight. will complicate the process of drafting guidelines and the process of sentencing based on those guidelines. Those processes could be somewhat simplified by treating neighborhood disruption, for example. as an "aggl-avating cil-cumstance" assigned no particular weight but left as a factor to Influence the discretion of the sentenCing judge. But such treatment would have the probable resu lt of elevating the Importance of the "scored" considcrations over the miscellaneous aggravators and mitigators. If something has to be simplified out and left in the "aggravations and mitigations" column. arguably it should be the drug and amount rather than. for example. the difference between the operator of a crack house that makes a whole neighborhood unfit to live in and the organizer of the sort of discreet hand-to-hand dealing t hat distributes drugs but does not create disorder.



Incapaci tation and Ju st D eserts Many of the most dangerous offenders are "generaliSts" rather than " specialists." and may add drug dealing to their offense repertoire. In those cases, a drug conviction represents an opportunity to get a serious social problem off the streets for a whi le. The severity of the current offense will be a smaller consideration in those cases than the crim inal history as a whole.



Of course. sentenc ing for drug dealers cannot be based entirely on these forward-looking. practical considerations. Dealing. and especially largescale dealing. requires punishment on just-dese r ts grounds, and the statu tory pr ovisions that implement these concerns have to be recognized in any set of guidelines.



Measuring the Scale of Drug Selling Comparing any two dealing cases with one another in t erms of the moral gui ltiness of the offender involves too many considerations to be done with any great precision. but in principle the question is: how much drug distribution was involved in the transaction or the organization in question, and what w as the role of t he defendant in that transaction or organization: Principal or accessory I Organizer. manager, specialist. line worker, or auxiliaryl The " how much " qu estion is complica ted by the multiplicity of drugs. On the scale of seriousness, there is no obvious way to compare a kilo of marijuana with five grams of cocaine.



that approach discouraging. and the most deterrable buyers - non-addict users who are otherwise law-abiding - are by that same token not very attractive candidates for severe punishment. The mere fact of arrest and conviction may do almost all that can valuably be done in those cases .)



Shrinking Drug Use Without Incarceration Imp"iso nment as a punishment for simple drug possession ought to be. as it is, I'elatively rare. and it ought to be driven almost entirely by the offender's criminal history. But drug users. whether arrested for drug possession or for other offenses, can and should be forced to stop using drugs. Thi s will have an immediate rehabilitative effect on the offenders themselves - ending, or even reducing. illicit drug use will tend to reduce non-drug offense rates and will also help shrink the illicit markets. with all the damage they do in the form of violence. corruption. neighborhood disruption. and the entrapm ent of juveniles in criminal enterprise. Drug-involved offenders.like the res t of us but probably more so, respond more of Any Illicit Drug powe rfully to immediate sa nctions than to deferred ones. and more powerfully to Virtually certain pu nishments than to punishments with low probabil ity. even if the low-probab ili ty threat is severe.



r--------------------------------.,



Drug Use By Probationers



Perhaps the Simplest approach to the drug-and-quantity question wo uld be to use retail sales prices; money is always a convenient metric, and cutoffs could be established at, say, factors of four and five: $20, $1 00, $500, $2500. $10.000, $50.000, $250,000, $1 million. D rug prices change. but usually not very rapidly; tables updated every second year would rarely be grossly wrong. If they are to track reality. such calculations should be based on the net weight of the active drug, not as in the federal guid elines - t he gross (diluted) weight.



Past Month Use 300/0-.-----------------------------------------.



250/0-1-----------------------------------------1



The hard question is how to design and implement a program of community supervision that performs drug tests often enough to foreclose the poss ibility of undetected use and that d elivers quick, reliable sanctions for every incident of detected use or fail u re to appear fo r testing. Those sanctions can be relatively mild - hours of community service. day reporting. a day or two or three of confinement - as long as they are known to happen every time. Speed and reliability require replaCing discretionary sanction -setting with formulaic sanction-setting; that has the additional advantage of putting the onus for the sanction directly on the offender, and not o n the choice of a probation officer or judge.



20% ....- - - 1 15% ....----1



Alternatively. each quantity of 10 % ....f----I each dl'ug (again. using net weight) could be t ranslated into dosage units, and th e harmfulness of each drug per dosage unit calculated based on national estimates of the quantity o f that drug sold and measures of death. injury, and addiction . Actual dosage units vary. even for a given drug, with inexo~----~----------On Probation Not On perienced users typ ically using Probation less and long-stan ding users who have be com e tolerant to the dr ug's affects using more. It would be necessary to define a standard dosage unit equal to the amount Source: White House ONDCP, SAMHSA 2000 Househ old Survey usually consumed at one stroke L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by a user who is neither na'lve to the drug nor strongly tolerant to its effects. The factual inquiry could focus on actual customs in drug selli ng and us e: wh at is t he accepted purity-adjusted weight for a joint or a rock or a bag of heroin? A do sage-based system would be much harder to implement with any precision than would a money calculation. but might track more closely our intuitive sense of the evi ls involved with the various drugs.



Correctional Options for Drug Buyers To shrink the drug markets. we need to incapacitate. rehabil itate. or deter drug buyers, not drug sellers. A s long as the buyers are there. someone will sell to them. In sentencing drug buyers ,.. usually for the crime of possession. but also for small-scale dealing - one focus ought to be on redUCi ng their future drug-buying and their future non-drug crime. {In princi pl e. we might try to reduce the prevalence of drug use via general deterrence. but the sheer number of drug buyer s makes the arithmetic of



~



The primary role of drug treatment in this scheme is as a backup, for those offenders who know they need it or those who



prove that t hey need it by repeated failure. Insisting that every druginvolved offender attend formal drug treatment is neither necessary, nor economic. nor prac t icable. Noncompliance rates in diversion programs are very high. Drug courts do much better. but nowhere are they currently operating at a scale big enough to put a dent in t he drug markets. What is needed is a program that can feasibly be applied to the entire population of drug-involved offenders under criminal justice supervision. Because this group Includes most very heavy illicit drug users, and because those heavy users in turn constitute the bulk of the illicit markets. getting an effective handle on drug use in the offender population provides th e best intermediate-term hope for reducing the damage now done by drug dealing.



Prof Mark A.R. Kleiman teaches at the University of California, Los Angeles and is Chairman of BOTEC Analysis Corp. He has audlOred scores of papers and articles on drug policy. and the book "Against Excess: Drug Policy for Results ,"
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